LIQUID
NON-PLANT FOOD INGREDIENT:
1% humic acid derived from Menefee Humate®
1.45% Kelp extract (microbe food)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SOIL APPLICATIONS:
In-furrow: apply 2-4 gal/acre of BLACKOUT +.
Drip-irrigation: apply 2-4 gal/acre of BLACKOUT +.
Apply banded, in-furrow, side-dressed, or through flood, furrow
or drip irrigation. (See instructions on this label: PREPARING
TANK MIX SOLUTIONS.)
FOLIAR APPLICATIONS:
Apply 1-2 gal/acre of BLACKOUT + per application with fertilizer
using sufficient water for uniform coverage. (See instructions
on this label: PREPARING TANK MIX
SOLUTIONS.)

PREPARING TANK MIX SOLUTIONS

Thoroughly clean all spray mixing and application equipment prior to
and following each use. Unless directed by the mixing instructions on the
product label being used with BLACKOUT + follow these procedures:
1. Add the desired amount of water if required to the tank and begin
agitation. Slowly add BLACKOUT + to the tank while continuing to
agitate.
2. Add liquid fertilizer. Do not tank mix with herbicides. Do not mix
BLACKOUT + directly with undiluted tank mix partners until you
have “jar tested” in a separate container the proportionate amount of
BLACKOUT + to make sure the products are compatible prior to tank
mixing. Agitate and let stand 10 minutes.
3. Continue filling while agitating until all added products are thoroughly
mixed into spray solution.
CYC-020 CA Blackout + LIQUID 265 GAL

Liquid humic acid soil
conditioner that may
increase the uptake of
micronutrients
BLACKOUT + can be used as a standalone application or as part of a
standard fertility program.
BLACKOUT + can be applied to all turf as well as to most field and
row crops, vegetable and cucurbit crops, nut trees, grapes, olives, and
citrus. BLACKOUT + is specifically designed for soil applications and
foliar use.

WARNING

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

May be harmful if swallowed. May cause irritation of eyes, nose, throat, or skin.
Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. In case of contact with eyes, flush with
plenty of water. Consult a physician if irritation persists.

NOTICE: May cause staining on handler’s apparel and porous surfaces.
Seller warrants that the product conforms to its chemical description and is
reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label when used in accordance
with direction under normal conditions of use. Neither this warranty nor any
other warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular use, expressed or
implied, extends to the use of this product contrary to label instructions, or under
abnormal conditions, or conditions not reasonably foreseeable to Seller, and
Buyer assumes the risk of any such use.

DENSITY: 8.46 LB/GAL @ 68° F
NET CONTENTS: 265 GAL (1003L), 2241 LB (1016kg)
Guaranteed and Manufactured by:
3085 N Cessna Way
Casa Grande, AZ 85122
(520) 316-3738
Yuma Printing (5/21)

